


About



Like many in this industry Ryan McHale and David Taylor began their careers at a small local pool store.

Soon, larger ambitions influenced them to branch out. The two formed a partnership; Precision Swimming 

Structures, which mainly focused on residential swimming pool construction. As their knowledge grew 

so did their ability and capacity. Soon after, David and Ryan began to explore more commercial ventures.

PSS Contractors was formed when they shifted their focus exclusively on commercial swimming 

pool facilities. As their abilities increased to perform larger projects, they began to set their sites on 

opportunities outside of the greater Cincinnati market.
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CONSTRUCTION

Unlike most other commercial pool contractors, PSS Contractors has 

the capacity to build both concrete and stainless-steel swimming pools.  

PSS maintains its ability to work with most any aquatic consultant’s 

design and specifications for a project. Specializing in creating pools 

for a variety of facilities working directly for the owner or as a sub-

contractor.

(Pictured: Hyde Park Country Club, Cincinnati, OH)
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COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION

(Pictured: City of Mason Municipal Aquatic Center, Mason, OH)

PSS Contractors builds high quality commercial pools for both competition and leisure, serving various markets including:

water parks, competition swimming, educational facilities, private clubs, country clubs, gym & wellness, recreational, multi-family, resorts, and healthcare facilities.
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(Pictured: City of Blue Ash Family Wading Pool, Blue Ash, OH)

WADING POOLS & SPRAY GROUNDS

Once an afterthought of the commercial pool industry, spray grounds and wading pools have 

become a focal point / attraction for many modern aquatic facilities.

Stand-alone spray grounds also present an aquatic-play experience for facilities with a more 

limited budget.
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(Pictured Right: St. Frances Fountain, St. Louis, MO)

FOUNTAINS & WATER FEATURES

Water features have long been a way to enable facilities to 

harness the power of water for aesthetic purposes. From calming 

laminar string to exhilarating waterfalls, fountains and water 

features can make a significant impact to any environment.

Ziegler Park Pool – Cincinnati, OH Conner Group corporate headquarters – Miamisburg, OH Conner Group corporate headquarters – Miamisburg, OH
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(Pictured: St. Xavier High School; Keating Natatorium, Cincinnati, OH)

RENOVATION

There are many benefits to renovating an aging aquatic facility. Extending life 

and creating a more comfortable and safer user experience are just a few. PSS 

Contractors continues to perform aquatic renovations throughout the Midwest 

region. Working with aluminum, stainless-steel, and concrete pools, PSS performs 

all scales of renovation from simple pool resurfacing to total facility renovation. 

PSS Contractors can alter the shape and depth of any pool; and maintains the staff 

and equipment to self-perform any project throughout the year.





EQUIPPED TO HANDLE ALL 
OF YOUR COMMERCIAL 
AQUATIC NEEDS
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(Pictured: Hyde Park Country Club, Cincinnati, OH)

DESIGN / BUILD

PSS Contractors is equipped and ready to deliver your project in full; from start to finish. As 

a design–build contractor; we specialize in architect-led design–build or ALDB. PSS works with 

firms, independent architects and aquatic consultants to minimize risks for the project owner. This 

allows PSS to reduce the delivery schedule by overlapping the design phase and construction phase 

of a project.

(Pictured: Hyde Park Country Club, 3D Concept provided by PSS CONTRACTORS)



(Pictured: City of Mason Municipal Aquatic Center, Mason, OH)



(Pictured: Ziegler Park Pool, Cincinnati, OH)



(Pictured: ‘3D Concept’ Frankfort Country Club Pool, Frankfort, KY)



(Pictured: Parks Edge ‘Roof-top’ Pool, Columbus, OH)
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(Pictured Left:  Price Hill Community Pool. Cincinnati, OH)

SERVICE

PSS Contractors offers service to commercial and municipal aquatic facilities 

throughout the Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky markets. PSS has a staff of factory 

trained technicians. During the summer months service is available after-hours 

and on weekends to keep your commercial facility operating during the peak 

season. Maintains an inventory of parts and wear items for commercial aquatic 

facilities.



psscontractors.com

CONTACT

513-772-2001
info@psscontractors.com


